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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to investigate the fault coupling effects in the planet 
bearing as well as the corresponding vibration signatures in the resultant vibration spectrum. 
In a planetary gear application, the planet bearing can not only spin around the planet gear 
axis, but also revolve about the sun gear axis and this rotating mechanism poses a big 
challenge for the diagnostic analysis of the planet bearing vibration spectrum. In addition, 
the frequency component interaction and overlap phenomenon in the vibration spectrum 
caused by the fault coupling effect can even worsen the diagnosis results. To further the 
understanding of the fault coupling effects in a planet bearing, a 34 degree of freedom 
planetary gear model with detailed planet bearing model was established to obtain the 
dynamic response in the presence of various bearing fault scenarios. The method of 
modelling the bearing distributed faults and localized faults has been introduced in this 
paper, which can be further incorporated into the planetary gear model to obtain the faulted 
vibration signal. The “benchmark” method has been adopted to enhance the planet bearing 
fault impulses in the vibration signals and in total, the amplitude demodulation results from 
20 planet bearing fault scenarios have been investigated and analyzed. The coherence 
estimation over the vibration frequency domain has been proposed as a tool to quantify the 
fault impact contribution from different fault modes and the results suggested that the outer 
raceway fault contributes most to the resultant planet bearing vibration spectrum in all the 
investigated fault scenarios.
Keyword: Planet bearing fault, Fault coupling effect, Lumped-parameter model, Amplitude 
demodulation, Coherence estimation
1. Introduction
Planetary gears, also known as epicyclic gear sets, commonly include several planet gears 
meshing simultaneously to split the torque and power. For the planet bearing, its inner race 
is usually fixed to the planet pin connected firmly to the planet carrier, and its outer race is 
connected firmly to the planet gear bore hole. This configuration allows the planet bearing 
to spin around the planet axis with the planet gear, and at the same time to revolve about 
the sun and ring gear common axis with the planet carrier. However, this rotating 
mechanism poses a big challenge and remains as one of the most difficult scenarios for 
bearing condition monitoring. In addition, numerous industry experience has shown that 
there is usually more than one fault type in the bearing unit. These faults are normally in 
different positions, with different fault modes and fault severities. The interaction as well 
as the mutual coupling effect between these faults further bring greater challenge to the 
planet bearing fault diagnosis.
Mathematical models can be used to further the understanding of the vibration generation 
mechanisms in the mechanical unit as well as the complex dynamic response in the 
presence of various fault types [1, 2]. Over the past decades, extensive research work has 
been carried out in the rolling bearing system dynamic behavior with and without the 
presence of bearing defects [3]. Hongrui et.al gave a comprehensive review on rolling 
element bearing modelling methodology and five groups of bearing models have been 
classified, among which the lumped-parameter dynamic model that has been used 
intensively by the researchers to investigate the rolling element bearing dynamic behavior 
[4]. One of the most representative bearing dynamic models was proposed by Gupta [5-8], 
where the interactions between different components, i.e., the ball-raceway interaction, 
were all included, and each bearing component had six degrees of freedom. Based on 
Gupta’s work, researchers have developed various models to investigate the misalignment 
[9], cage related irregularity [10, 11] and so on [12-14]. 
Localized bearing faults include cracks, pits and spalls on the bearing components. When 
a loaded ball encounters a spall, there will be a sudden relaxation of the loading and the 
transient forces which are produced will result in rapid accelerations of the bearing 
components and complex motions can occur including oscillatory contact and impacts 
between different components. Singh et al. gave an extensive review of vibration modelling 
of rolling element bearings with various localized defects [15]. McFadden et al. proposed a 
periodic impulse-train model to simulate the vibration response of a localized single point 
defect on the inner race of a rolling element under constant load [16]. However, this model 
does not include the physical parameters of a bearing, such as masses of bearing 
components. On the other side, the lumped-parameter model used to study the bearing 
dynamic response has also been adopted here to include the impact due to the presence 
of localized bearing defects. Feng et al. extended Fukata’s two degree of freedom lumped-
parameter model by including the effect of slippage of the cage and rolling elements as well 
as the effect of localized faults in the inner and outer raceway [17]. Later, Sawalhi et al. 
further developed the work of Feng et al. and a five degree of freedom analytical model ws 
established to simulate the vibration response of a defective ball bearing in a gearbox 
having localized line spalls [18]. An important feature of this model was including an 
additional mass-spring-damper system to simulate the typical high-frequency resonant 
response of a bearing. However, the internal excitation considered in their models was only 
limited to the time varying displacement and later on, Liu extended the model and 
considered both the time-varying displacement excitation and the time-varying contact 
stiffness excitation in the bearing fault dynamic modelling [19].
Beside the localized bearing fault, the distributed bearing fault also played an important 
factor that can contribute to the abnormal vibration response in a bearing system. The 
distributed bearing fault is usually caused by the manufacture error or the non-uniform 
surface wear during its operation and mainly includes surface waviness and roughness on 
the bearing components. Numerous investigations have also been carried out to study the 
vibration mechanism caused by these distributed bearing faults. Aktürk studied the radial 
and axial vibrations of a rigid shaft supported by a pair of angular contact ball bearings [20]. 
The effect of the waviness of the bearing’s running surface on the vibration of the shaft was 
investigated. Tallian and Gustafsson presented a linearized dynamic model to analysis the 
vibration caused by waviness [21, 22]. Wardle reported that the waviness produced most 
of the severe vibrations and noise problem in bearings and later they theoretically and 
experimentally investigated the relation between the frequency harmonic of waviness and 
bearing dynamic performance [23, 24]. Jang and Jeong considered the centrifugal force and 
gyroscopic moment of the balls and investigated the bearing vibration due to the waviness 
[25, 26]. Bai et.al established a dynamic model with 5 degrees of freedom to study the 
dynamic performance due to the ball bearing surface waviness at the high speed [27]. 
As discussed above, the localized bearing fault and distributed bearing fault have been 
investigated separately by numerous researchers. However, little studies have been 
published to investigate the coupling effect between these faults, which can produce an 
even more complex vibration spectrum [28]. In addition, for these parallel shaft applications, 
the outer raceway has been constrained while the inner raceway is rotating with the shaft 
in the above dynamic models. However, the arrangement in the planet bearing is different 
when both the outer raceway and inner raceway are rotating, which can result in a different 
vibration response compared to those in the parallel shaft applications. For the planet 
bearing dynamic modelling aspect, Jain and Hunt considered the ring gear deformation and 
a planet bearing defect, developed a dynamics model of a planetary gearbox, and analyzed 
the spectral characteristic vibration response measured from the ring gear rim [29]. Zhipeng 
developed the planet bearing vibration signal model for each fault case, considering the 
modulation effects of load zone variation, time-varying angle between the gear pair meshing 
and fault induced impact force, as well as the time varying vibration transfer path and then 
gave the explicit equations for calculating the characteristic frequency of each fault case 
[30]. However, little has been known of the planet bearing response with fault coupling 
effects. All in all, there is still a need to further investigate the fault coupling effect in a 
bearing system, especially in the planetary gear applications.
This paper aims to investigate the fault coupling effects in the planet bearing and this paper 
is organized as follows. In section 2, a 34 degree of freedom planetary gear lumped-
parameter model was proposed, including detailed modelling of 5 degrees of freedom for 
each planet bearing. In the following section, the approach on how to evaluate the gear 
mesh stiffness and the bearing stiffness was briefly introduced. Next, the bearing 
distributed fault and localized fault for different bearing components were modelled 
mathematically in section 3. In section 4, the numerical simulation results for the planet 
bearing distributed faults, the planet bearing localized faults as well as the coupling 
between different faults scenarios have been presented and then their results have been 
summarized and discussed in section 5. 
2. The planet bearing dynamic model in the planetary gear system 
2.1 The planetary gear system model
Mathematical planetary gear models can be used to help understand the complex dynamic 
response from the planetary gear system and such mathematical models can be very 
valuable in planetary gear fault diagnostics and prognostics in order to produce signals with 
well-defined characteristics. For example, a range of different planetary fault types and 
locations can be simulated in the mathematical model to obtain the desired fault signals, 
whose characteristics frequencies could be further analyzed. Whilst, it would not be 
economical to actually experimentally test the number of faults of each type required to 
accomplish the diagnostic analysis. Furthermore, the simulated fault signals could also be 
used to train neural networks to perform diagnostics and prognostics [31]. The planetary 
gear system considered in this study has been developed based on our previous study [2], 
where a single-stage planetary gear set including an input motor, one sun gear, three planet 
gears, three planet bearings, one ring gear, one carrier arm and an output load has been 
developed, as shown in Fig. 1(a). A brief description of the planetary gear system has been 
shown in Fig. 1(b). In the model, each of these gear components has three DOFs: transverse 
motions in the x-axis and y-axis, and rotation. It should be noted that the transverse motions 
of the sun, planet, ring and carrier (xj, yj, j=s, r, c, p1, p2, p3) were simulated with respect 
to a rotating frame of reference fixed to the carrier. In the planet bearing arrangement, the 
inner race is connected to the planet pin, which is clamped on both sides of the carrier arm. 
The outer race is connected to the bore of the planet gear. In the configuration, the inner 
race only revolves with the planet carrier while the outer race shares the same kinematic 
characteristics with the planet gear, which not only revolves around its own axis but also 
revolves around the sun gear axis. A brief description of the planet bearing has been shown 
in Fig. 1(c). In the model, the planet bearing has five DOFs: inner race transverse motion in 
the x-axis and y-axis, outer race transverse motion in the x-axis and y-axis and one extra 
sprung DOF. This extra sprung DOF was used to tune the bearing parameters to represent 
the high frequency behavior of the bearings and adds a new equation for each bearing but 
does not alter the structure of the equations of the bearing motion. The transverse motions 
of the inner race, outer race and sprung system were all simulated with respect to a rotating 
frame of reference fixed to the carrier.
  
Figure 1 Planetary gear system, (a). the whole transmission train, (b). planetary gear dynamic 
model, (c). planet bearing dynamic model
2.2 The planetary gear system equations of motion
The resulting equations of motion for this planetary gear system are shown as follows.
For the rotary motion of the motor, the motion equation is,
Imθm = Tin ‒ Ts,
Ts = kcp(θm ‒ θs) + qcp(θm ‒ θs).                                       (1)
For the motion of the sun gear, the differential equation is,




[Fspicos (φspi)] = msxsΩ2 + 2msysΩ + msysΩ,









Fspi = Ts rs,                                            (2)
where Fspi is the normal contact force between the sun gear and the ith planet,
Fspi = kspiδspi + qspiδspi,
δspi = (xs ‒ xpi)cos φspi + (ys ‒ ypi)sin φspi + rsθs + rpθpi ‒ rcθccos αsp,
φspi =
π
2 ‒ αsp + φi,
φi =
2π(i ‒ 1)
3 ;i = 1, 2, 3 .                                                      (3)
For the motion of the planet gears, the x and y components become,
mpixpi ‒ k𝑏𝑝(𝑥𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑥𝑝) ‒ c𝑏𝑝(𝑥𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑥𝑝) + Fspicos φspi + Frpicos φrpi = mpixpiΩ2 + 2mpiypiΩ
+ mpiypiΩ + mpircΩ2cos φi,
mpiypi ‒ k𝑏𝑝(𝑦𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑦𝑝) ‒ c𝑏𝑝(𝑦𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑦𝑝) ‒ Fspisin φspi ‒ Frpisin φrpi
= mpiypiΩ2 ‒ 2mpixpiΩ ‒ mpixpiΩ + mpircΩ2sin φi,
(Ipi rp)θpi + Fspi ‒ Frpi = 0,                                                      (4)
where Frpi is the normal contact force between the ring gear and the ith planet,
Frpi = krpiδrpi + qrpiδrpi,




2 + αrp + φi
.                                                             (5)
For the motion of the ith planet gear bearing, the inner race can be modelled as a two 
degree of freedom system that has translational motion in x and y directions. The equation 
of motion of the inner race can be written as,
mibsxibs + Fcpix ‒ fibx = mibsxibsΩ2 + 2mibsyibsΩ + mibsyibsΩ + mibsrcΩ2cos φi,
mibsyibs + Fcpiy ‒ fiby = mibsyibsΩ2 ‒ 2mibsxibsΩ ‒ mibsxibsΩ + mibsrcΩ2sin φi.  (6)
The outer race is modelled as a two degree of freedom system that has translational motion 
in the x and y directions. The equation of motion of the outer race can be written as,
mibpxibp + k𝑏𝑝(𝑥𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑥𝑝) + c𝑏𝑝(𝑥𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑥𝑝) + fibx = mibpxibpΩ2 + 2mibpyibpΩ + mibpyibpΩ + mibp
,rcΩ2cos φi
mibsyibp + k𝑏𝑝(𝑦𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑦𝑝) + c𝑏𝑝(𝑦𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑦𝑝) + k𝑏𝑟(𝑦𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑦𝑏𝑟) + c𝑏𝑟(𝑦𝑏𝑟 ‒ 𝑦𝑏𝑟) + fiby
= mibpyibpΩ2 ‒ 2mibpxibpΩ ‒ mibpxibpΩ + mibprcΩ2sin φi
.                       (7)
The sprung mass is attached in the y direction. Its equation of motion can be written as,
mibryibs ‒ k𝑏𝑟(𝑦𝑏𝑝 ‒ 𝑦𝑏𝑟) ‒ c𝑏𝑟(𝑦𝑏𝑟 ‒ 𝑦𝑏𝑟) = 0,                              (8)
where Fcpix and Fcpiy describe the interaction force between the ith planet bearing and the 
carrier arm in the x and y directions,
Fcpix = kibs(xibs ‒ xc) + qibs(xibs ‒ xc),
Fcpiy = kibs(yibs ‒ yc) + qibs(yibs ‒ yc),                                          (9)
fibx, fiby describe the summation of the contact forces in the x- and y- directions for a ball 












.                                                       (10)
where kb is the combined contact stiffness between the rolling element and the races and 
γibj is the contact state. δibj and Φibj are the overall contact deformation as well as the 
angular position for the jth rolling element on the ith planet gear bearing respectively and 
they can be described as,





+ ω cibcdt + Φibo
,                                                            (12)
 is the initial cage position and  is the cage speed measured in the rotating frame, Φibo ω cibc
which can be calculated as,
ω cibc = ωibc ‒ ωc =
ωii
2 (1 ‒ DbDpcosα) + ωio2 (1 + DbDpcosα) ‒ ωc.             (13)
For the motion of the carrier arm, the motion equation is,




Fcpix = mcxcΩ2 + 2mcycΩ + mcycΩ,













Fcpiycos φi = Tc rc,
Tc = kcg(θc ‒ θout) + qcg ∙ (θc ‒ θout).                             (14)
For the motion of the ring gear, the motion equation is,




Frpicos φrpi = mrxrΩ2 + 2mryrΩ + mryrΩ,




Frpisin φrpi = mryrΩ2 ‒ 2mrxrΩ ‒ mrxrΩ,




Frpi = 0.                                   (15)
For the rotary motion of the load, the motion equation is,
Ioutθout =‒ Tout + Tc.                                                  (16) 
2.3 Gear and bearing stiffness evaluation
The main internal vibration source in the planetary gear system comes from the variations 
of the gear stiffness as well as the bearing stiffness. In this paper, the variation of the gear 
stiffness included the sun-planet mesh stiffness and the ring-planet mesh stiffness. In 
addition, the variation of the planet bearing stiffness were considered. The tooth mesh 
stiffness variation of a sun-planet gear pair and the ring-planet gear pair were modelled 
from the isolated sun-planet FE model and the isolated sun-planet FE model respectively. 
The detailed steps on how to model the gear finite element model and how to calculate the 
mesh stiffness using the established models can be found in the previous works [32]. The 
value of the bearing stiffness can be estimated based on the Hertzian contact theory [33]. 
In the ball bearing, the rolling element contacts with the inner and outer raceway respectively. 
The surface of a rolling element is convex whereas the surface of the outer raceway is 











 .                                          (17)
,  are the contact stiffness for the ball-inner-race contact and the ball-outer-race 𝐾 𝐶𝑏𝑖 𝐾 𝐶𝑏𝑜
contact, respectively. They can be written as,
𝐾 𝐶𝑏𝑖 = 𝜋k 𝑒𝑏𝑖𝐸 '𝑏𝑖
𝑅𝑏𝑖𝜉𝑏𝑖
4.5𝜁 3𝑏𝑖
 ,                                                (18)
𝐾 𝐶𝑏𝑜 = 𝜋k 𝑒𝑏𝑜𝐸 '𝑏𝑜
𝑅𝑏𝑜𝜉𝑏𝑜
4.5𝜁 3𝑏𝑜
,                                              (19)
where  is the effective modulus of elasticity, ,  and  are the ellipticity 𝐸 '𝑏𝑖 k 𝑒𝑏𝑖 𝜉𝑏𝑖 ζ𝑏𝑖
parameters for the ball-inner-race contact.  is the effective modulus of elasticity and 𝐸 '𝑏𝑜
,  and  are the ellipticity parameter for the ball-outer-race contact.k 𝑒𝑏𝑜 𝜉𝑏𝑜 ζ𝑏𝑜
3. Modelling of the planet bearing faults
3.1 Planet bearing distributed fault modelling
As indicated in [34], wear, corrosion and the plastic deformation failure modes can be 
treated as distributed faults, which would cause a continuous geometrical imperfection 
along the contact surfaces. For the continuous distributed faults, they can be modeled as 
a series of sinusoidal functions to express the waviness of periodic lobes. In this research, 
the effect of distributed faults on the inner raceway, outer raceway and the rolling ball have 
been investigated, and Fig. 2 shows the planet bearing with distributed faults on the inner 
raceway, outer raceway and the rolling ball respectively.
Figure 2 Planet bearing with distributed faults (exaggerated)
The waviness of the bearing inner raceway surface, win, at any position on the surface of 






𝛱𝑝sin (𝑙𝑁𝑖Φibj + 𝛼𝑙𝑖)                                              
(20)
where  is the initial amplitude of the waviness,  is the maximum amplitude of the 𝛱0 𝛱𝑝
waviness, Ni is the total waviness number on the inner race, αli is the initial phase angle of 
the lth order waviness. 
The waviness of the bearing outer raceway surface, wout, at any position on the surface of 
outer raceway can be described using,




𝛱𝑝sin [𝑙𝑁𝑜(Φibj ‒ 𝜃𝑖𝑜) + 𝛼𝑙𝑜]                                    (21)
where No is the total waviness number on the outer raceway, θio is the position angle of the 
outer raceway and αlo is the initial phase angle of the lth order waviness.
Because the ball is in contact with both the inner and outer raceway respectively, the phase 
angle difference of these two contact points is 180 deg. Therefore, the rolling ball waviness 
in contact with the inner and outer race can be given by




𝛱𝑝{sin (𝑙𝑁𝑏ωb𝑡 + 𝛼𝑙𝑏) + sin [𝑙𝑁𝑏(ωb𝑡 + 𝜋) + 𝛼𝑙𝑏]}                 (22)
where Nb is the total waviness number on the rolling ball and αlb is the initial phase angle 
of the lth order waviness.
3.2 Planet bearing localized fault modelling
The spalling and crack faults in the bearing system can be treated as localized faults, which 
would only cause a localized discontinuous geometrical imperfection and a resulting 
transient vibration would normally occur. For example, when a loaded ball encounters a 
spall, there will be a sudden relaxation of the loading and the transient forces which are 
produced would result in rapid accelerations of the bearing components and complex 
motions can occur including oscillatory contact and impacts between different components. 
There are three different types of localized planet bearing faults considered in this research 
and they are line spall on the inner race, line spall on the outer race and a fault on the 
rolling element, as shown in Fig. 3.
 
Figure 3 Planet bearing fault models, (a) localized inner and outer race faults, (b) rolling 
element fault
If localized faults on the inner/outer raceway or rolling elements are introduced in the 
bearing model, the total elastic deformation can be rewritten as,
δibj = (𝑥𝑖𝑏 ‒ 𝑥𝑝𝑖)cos 𝛷𝑖𝑏𝑗 + (𝑦𝑖𝑏 ‒ 𝑦𝑝𝑖)sin 𝛷𝑖𝑏𝑗 ‒ 𝑐 ‒ 𝛽𝑘𝑗𝐶𝑘𝑑,                  (23)
where  (k = in, out, ball) is the spall depth. For the inner raceway and outer raceway 𝐶𝑘𝑑
defect, it was modelled as a Tukey window as proposed by Liu to avoid the sudden loss of 
the ball raceway contact [35].  (k = in, out, ball) is the fault switch to simulate the contact 𝛽𝑘𝑗
loss at the predefined angular position and it determines whether the jth ball/roller is inside 
the defected zone or not, which is defined as follows,
𝛽𝑗
= { 1     if  Φkd < Φibj < Φkd + ∆Φkd0                                   otherwise
                                           (24)
where  (k=in, out) is the initial starting location of the defected zone for the inner Φkd
raceway and outer raceway while  (k=in, out) is the angular distance of the defected ∆Φkd
zone for the inner raceway and outer raceway. As the model was defined in the carrier arm 
rotating reference frame, the inner race defect is fixed in location between  and Φind Φind + ∆
. The rotating speed of the outer race defect is the same as the planet gear rotating Φind
speed relative to the carrier arm, i.e. . It should be noted that the Φoutd = 𝜔𝑐𝑝t + Φoutd0
planetary gear bearing motion in this model is opposite to that of the fixed axis gear bearing 
motion, where the outer race is fixed in location and the inner race rotates with the rotor.
3.3 Planet bearing multi-fault modelling
Numerous industry experience showed that there were usually more than one type of fault 
existing in a mechanical unit and these faults can be in different positions, with different 
fault modes and fault severities. The coupling effect and the mutual interaction among 
these faults bring a great challenge to the comprehensive understanding of the equipment 
fault diagnosis result. In this research, three different planet bearing fault coupling 
scenarios have been investigated,
(1) The fault coupling between the planet bearing distributed faults
In section 3.1, the effect of distributed faults on the inner raceway, outer raceway and the 
rolling ball have been modelled mathematically and therefore, there are four different 
potential distributed faults combinations considered here. They are the inner-outer raceway 
distributed fault combination (case 1), inner raceway-rolling ball distributed fault 
combination (case 2), outer raceway-rolling ball distributed fault combination (case 3), and 
inner-outer-rolling ball distributed fault combination (case 4). Once the distributed fault 
modes and severities have been determined in each component, the resultant bearing 
overall contact deformation δibj in equation (11) can be rewritten as,
 δibj = {(xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ 𝑤
𝑖𝑛 ‒ 𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡                (case 1)
(xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ 𝑤𝑖𝑛 ‒ 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙               (case 2)
(xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ 𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡 ‒ 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙             (case 3)
(xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ 𝑤𝑖𝑛 ‒ 𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡 ‒ 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙 (case 4)
(25)
(2) The fault coupling between the planet bearing localized faults
In section 3.2, the mathematical model of localized faults on the inner raceway, outer 
raceway and the rolling ball have also been established and similarly, there are four different 
potential distributed fault combinations considered in this research. They are the inner-
outer raceway localized fault combination (case 1), inner raceway-rolling ball localized fault 
combination (case 2), outer raceway-rolling ball localized fault combination (case 3), and 
inner-outer-rolling ball localized fault combination (case 4). Once the localized fault modes 
and severities have been determined in each component, the resultant bearing overall 
contact deformation δibj in equation (11) can be rewritten as,
δibj =
{(xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ β
in
j Cind ‒ βoutj Coutd                        (case 1)
(xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ βinj Cind ‒ βballj Cballd                       (case 2)
(xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ βoutj Coutd ‒ βballj Cballd                   (case 3)
(xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ βinj Cind ‒ βoutj Coutd ‒ βballj Cballd  (case 4)
 
(26)
4. Numerical simulation and result analysis
4.1 Planet bearing characteristic frequency
For a planet bearing in a planetary gearbox, its inner race is usually connected to the planet 
carrier, and its outer race is connected to the planet gear. Therefore, the planet bearing 
motion is a complex superposition of the revolution around the sun and ring gear common 
axis and its spinning around the planet axis. This section develops the planet bearing fault 
characteristic frequencies. If fc is the carrier arm absolute rotating frequency, the planet 
gear absolute rotating frequency is,
𝑓𝑝 = 1 +
𝑍𝑟
𝑍𝑝
𝑓𝑐.                                                              (27)
As discussed previous, the inner race of the planet bearing is connected to the carrier arm 
and the outer race of the planet bearing is connected to the planet gear, therefore, the inner 




.                                                                        (28)
Given the diameter of a rolling element Db, the bearing pitch diameter Dp, the contact angle 
α, the absolute rotating frequency of the rolling element cage as well as the absolute ball 
spin frequency can be calculated as by the equation given by Howard [36]. However, if all 
the frequencies were measured in the carrier arm rotating frame, the inner race becomes 
stationary and the outer race relative rotating frequency becomes,
𝑓𝑐𝑜 = 𝑓𝑝 ‒ 𝑓𝑐.                                                           (29)
The rolling element cage rotating frequency becomes,
f 𝑐𝑐𝑔 =
1
2(1 + 𝐷𝑏𝐷𝑝cos 𝛼)𝑓𝑐𝑜.                                     (30)
The rolling element rotating frequency becomes,
𝑓𝑐𝑏 =
𝐷𝑝
2𝐷𝑏[1 ‒ (𝐷𝑏𝐷𝑝cos 𝛼)
2]𝑓𝑐𝑜 .                              (31)
If the localized fault exists on the outer race of a planet bearing, the characteristic frequency 
of the outer race fault measured in the rotating frame can be calculated as,
𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑝𝑓𝑜 =
𝑛𝑏
2 (1 ‒ 𝐷𝑏𝐷𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼)𝑓𝑐𝑜.                               (32)
If the localized fault exists on the inner race of a planet bearing, the characteristic frequency 
of the inner race fault measured in the rotating frame can be calculated as,
𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑝𝑓𝑖 =
𝑛𝑏
2 (1 + 𝐷𝑏𝐷𝑝cos 𝛼)𝑓𝑐𝑜.                                 (33)
If the localized fault is on one of the rolling elements, in one spinning cycle of the rolling 
element, it touches both the inner and outer races, and generates impacts twice. The 
characteristic frequency of the rolling element fault measured in the rotating frame can be 
calculated as,
𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑓 = 2𝑓𝑐𝑏 =
𝐷𝑝
𝐷𝑏[1 ‒ (𝐷𝑏𝐷𝑝cos 𝛼)
2]𝑓𝑐𝑜.                            (34)
4.2 Signal processing approach
The instantaneous angular speed (IAS) of the carrier arm has been selected to analyse the 
coupling effect of the planet bearing faults. However, if the raw signal (carrier arm angular 
speed) was analyzed directly, little useful information can be identified. In order to enhance 
the planet bearing signal, the “benchmark” method developed by R.B. Randall has been 
adopted and further developed here to analysis the planet bearing vibration [37]. There are 
mainly six steps in this approach and the details of the step description can be found in 
Appendix A. The first step was to remove deterministic components contributed by the gears, 
and this was achieved by using the linear prediction method. After removal of the 
deterministic components, the time signal was further enhanced by the minimum entropy 
deconvolution (MED) method, which can give rise to the impulses hidden in the signal. Then, 
the filtered signal was decomposed using adaptive mode decomposition. In order to 
determine which component can be used for further analysis, the kurtosis value and their 
correlation coefficient were calculated. Next, amplitude demodulation using Hilbert-Huang 
Transform (HHT) techniques were used to form the envelope signal, which was transformed 
into the frequency domain to analyze the desired planet bearing distributed fault diagnostic 
information in the end. 
Fig.4 takes the inner race distributed faults as one example and shows the results in each 
step using this approach. In the example, the inner race distributed fault was modelled as 
a sinusoidal function, whose  was 1μm,  was 8μm, l was set to be 1, the total 𝛱0 𝛱𝑝
waviness number on the inner race was 14 and the initial phase angle was set to be 0 in 
this case. As shown in the figure, the final signal envelope spectrum successfully eliminated 
the affect from the gear vibration and an abundant of peaks and sidebands can be identified 
visually. In the following sections, only the final spectrum results will be presented instead 
of all the signal pre-processing results.
Figure 4 Results of planet bearing inner race distributed fault signal processing
4.3 Simulation results
4.3.1 Effect of planet bearing distributed faults
In this section, the effect of a single planet bearing distributed fault was investigated first, 
which included an inner raceway distributed fault, outer raceway distributed fault and rolling 
ball distributed fault scenarios. Fig. 5 compares the vibration spectrum of the planet bearing 
with different inner raceway fault orders, which are 4, 8, 14, and 20 respectively. Here, 
order of 8 was set to be equal to the roller number in this research. It should be noted that 
when the inner raceway distributed fault was investigated, the outer raceway and the rollers 
were assumed to be ideal without any faults. It was interesting to be observed that the 
resultant vibration peaks were found in the position of  regardless of 𝑘𝑛𝑏𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 (𝑘 = 1,2,3,…)
the inner raceway fault orders. For example, when the fault order is 14, the peaks would 
appear in the positions of , ,  and so on. The results indicated that the 𝑛𝑏𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 4𝑛𝑏𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 6𝑛𝑏𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔
planet bearing inner race characteristic fault frequency was only related to the roller number 
as well as the cage frequency. 
Figure 5 Vibration spectrum due to the inner race distributed fault, (a) inner race fault with Ni 
=4, (b) inner race fault with Ni=8, (c) inner race fault with Ni=14, (d) inner race fault with Ni=20
Fig. 6 compares the vibration spectrum of the planet bearing with different outer raceway 
fault orders, which are 4, 8, 14, and 20 respectively. Similarly, when the outer raceway 
distributed fault was investigated, the inner raceway and the rollers were assumed to be 
ideal without any faults. Unlike the inner raceway distributed fault case, it was hard to find 
a frequency and its harmonics that can summarize the position of the resultant vibration 
peaks. However, the resultant vibration peaks can be classified into two categories, which 
are  (k = 1,2,3…; l=0,1,2,3,…) and  (k = 1,2,3…; 𝑘𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 ) ± 𝑙𝑓𝑜 𝑘𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 ) ± 𝑙𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔
l=0,1,2,3,…). For example, when the fault order is 4, both categories can be identified in the 
spectrum, such as  and . With the fault order 𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 ) + 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 11𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 ) + 𝑓𝑜
number increased, the distribution of these vibration peaks became monotonic with only 𝑘
 found in the case of fault order No=8 and only  𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 ) ± 𝑙𝑓𝑜 𝑘𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 ) ± 𝑙𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔
found in the case of fault order No=14 & 20. The results indicated that the planet bearing 
outer race characteristic fault frequency was centered on the frequency of , 𝑘𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 )
which was further modulated by the frequency of  or .𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 𝑓𝑜
Figure 6 Vibration spectrum due to the outer race distributed fault, (a) outer race fault with No 
=4, (b) outer race fault with No=8, (c) outer race fault with No=14, (d) outer race fault with 
No=20, 
▼ stands for , █ stands for k𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔) ± 𝑙𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 k𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔) ± 𝑙𝑓𝑜
Fig. 7 compares the vibration spectrum of the planet bearing with different rolling ball fault 
orders, which are 4, 8, 14, and 20 respectively. Similarly, when the rolling ball distributed 
fault was investigated, the inner raceway and the outer raceway were assumed to be ideal 
without any faults. From the figures, it can be found that the resultant vibration peaks can 
be identified on the positions of  (k = 1,2,3…; l=0,1,2,3,…). For example, when 2𝑘𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑐 ± 𝑙𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔
the fault order is 20, the resultant vibration peaks appeared on the positions of , 2𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑐 ‒ 4𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔
 and . The results indicated that the planet bearing rolling ball 2𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑐 + 4𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 4𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑐
characteristic fault frequency was centered on the frequency of , which was modulated 2𝑘𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑐
by the frequency of .𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔
Figure 7 Vibration spectrum due to the rolling ball distributed fault, (a) rolling ball fault with Nb 
=4, (b) rolling ball fault with Nb=8, (c) rolling ball fault with Nb=14, (d) rolling ball fault with 
Nb=20, 
◆ stands for k𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑐 ± 𝑙𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔
4.3.2 Effect of planet bearing localized faults
In this section, the effect of planet bearing localized faults without any coupling effect were 
investigated, which included inner raceway localized fault, outer raceway localized fault and 
rolling ball localized fault scenarios. Fig. 8(a) shows the amplitude demodulation spectrum 
of the planet bearing with inner race localized fault and from the figure, the inner raceway 
characteristic frequency  and its harmonics can be easily identified with little 𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑝𝑓𝑖
interference from other components. Fig. 8(b) shows the amplitude demodulation spectrum 
of the planet bearing with outer race localized fault and from the figure, even though the 
outer raceway characteristic frequency  and its harmonics can still be identified, a 𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑝𝑓𝑜
large number of sidebands can also be observed. These sidebands were caused by the 
modulation effect from the rotation of the outer race as well as the rotation of the cage. Fig. 
8(c) shows the amplitude demodulation spectrum of the planet bearing with a rolling ball 
localized fault and from the figure, the rolling ball characteristic frequency  and its 𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑓
harmonics can be barely identified with a large number of strong sidebands around. 
Figure 8 Vibration spectrum due to the planet bearing localized faults, (a) inner raceway 
localized fault, (b) outer raceway localized fault, (c) rolling ball localized fault
4.3.3 Effect of planet bearing combined distributed faults
In this section, the effect of planet bearing distributed faults with the coupling effect 
between the distributed faults were investigated, which included inner/outer raceway 
distributed fault, inner raceway/rolling ball distributed fault, outer raceway/rolling ball 
distributed fault, inner/outer/rolling ball raceway distributed fault. The method of how to 
model the combined distributed faults has been introduced in section 3.3. In the following 
section, the resultant vibration spectrum of the combined distributed faults was first 
presented and then the magnitude-squared coherence between the combined faults and 
the single distributed fault has been calculated correspondingly. Based on the analysis in 
section 4.3.1, the results indicated that there was no direct relationship between the 
resultant characteristic frequencies and the distributed fault orders. Therefore, the fault 
order of 20 has been taken as an example in this section to study the coupling effect 
between the distributed faults. Here, two thresholds of the coherence were used to quantify 
the similarity between these signals. 
Fig. 9(a) shows the vibration spectrum due to the inner/outer combined distributed faults. 
As shown in the figure, a range of vibration peaks can be identified and however, the 
resultant spectrum was found not be a simple summation of the inner raceway distributed 
fault spectrum and the outer raceway distributed fault spectrum. Significant amount of 
vibration peaks other than the inner distributed fault characteristic frequencies and the 
outer distributed fault characteristic frequencies can also be observed in the figure. This 
was to be expected as with the coupling effect, some other frequency other than the 
characteristic frequency can also be excited during this coupling effect. Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 
9(c) present the coherence estimation results between the combined fault and the inner 
raceway fault as well as the combined fault and the outer raceway fault. Both the coherence 
on the inner race distributed characteristic frequencies positions and outer race distributed 
characteristic frequencies positions were examined while the coherence on the other 
frequency components would be neglected here even though the coherence on some of 
these components appeared to be larger than the two threshold values. The most striking 
result to emerge from the figure was that there were more characteristic frequency 
components from the outer raceway shown to be coherent with the resultant inner/outer 
combined fault spectrum. It indicates that the outer raceway fault has a stronger impact on 
the combined vibration spectrum.
Figure 9 Effect of the inner/outer combined distributed faults, (a) vibration spectrum due to 
the combined distributed fault, (b) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the 
inner raceway fault, (c) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the outer 
raceway fault
Fig. 10(a) shows the vibration spectrum due to the inner raceway/rolling ball combined 
distributed faults. As shown in the figure, a range of vibration peaks can be identified, which 
was also found not to be a simple summation of the inner raceway distributed fault 
spectrum and the rolling ball fault spectrum. Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c) present the coherence 
estimation results between the combined fault and the inner raceway fault as well as the 
combined fault and the rolling ball fault. Still, both the coherence on the inner race 
characteristic frequencies positions and rolling ball characteristic frequencies positions 
were examined while the coherence on the other frequency components would be neglected. 
It was apparent from the coherence figures that very few characteristic frequency 
component values were detected above the thresholds. However, one can still identify three 
significant vibration peaks from the inner raceway coherence figure as shown in Fig. 10(b). 
Despite this, the results indicate that the inner raceway fault has a stronger impact on the 
combined vibration spectrum.
Figure 10 Effect of the inner raceway/rolling ball combined distributed faults, (a) vibration 
spectrum due to the combined fault, (b) coherence estimation between the combined fault and 
the inner raceway fault, (c) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the rolling 
ball fault
Fig. 11(a) shows the vibration spectrum due to the outer raceway/rolling ball combined 
distributed faults. As shown in the figure, a range of vibration peaks can be identified. As 
discussed in section 4.3.1, the outer raceway characteristic frequency was centered around 
 which was further modulated by  or  while the rolling ball 𝑘𝑛𝑏(𝑓𝑜𝑐 ‒ 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 ) 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔 𝑓𝑜
characteristic frequency was centered around , which was modulated by . 2𝑘𝑓 𝑐𝑏𝑐 𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑔
Therefore, it was hard to distinguish the vibration peak positions in Fig. 11(a). Fig. 11(b) 
and Fig. 11(c) present the coherence estimation results between the combined fault and 
the outer raceway fault as well as the combined fault and the rolling ball fault. Clearly, the 
outer raceway had a higher coherence estimation than that of the rolling ball with several 
characteristic frequency peaks being identified visually. It suggests that the outer raceway 
had a larger contribution to the combined distributed faults resultant vibration spectrum.
Figure 11 Effect of the outer raceway/rolling ball combined distributed faults, (a) vibration 
spectrum due to the combined fault, (b) coherence estimation between the combined fault and 
the outer raceway fault, (c) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the rolling 
ball fault
Fig. 12(a) shows the vibration spectrum due to the inner/outer/rolling ball combined 
distributed faults. With the fault contribution from these three bearing components, no 
significant correlation can be found between the resultant vibration spectrum and the other 
three independent vibration spectrum caused by the single distributed faults. From Fig. 12(b) 
to Fig. 12(d), they show the coherence estimation results between the combined fault and 
the inner raceway fault, the combined fault and the outer raceway fault as well as the 
combined fault and the rolling ball fault. Surprisingly, the coherence estimation in inner 
raceway was observed to have a higher value than the other two cases, with two inner race 
characteristic frequency components above the threshold while no frequency components 
were observed to be over the threshold value. It suggested that the inner raceway had a 
larger contribution to the combined distributed faults resultant vibration spectrum.
Figure 12 Effect of the inner/outer/rolling ball combined distributed faults, (a) vibration 
spectrum due to the combined fault, (b) coherence estimation between the combined fault and 
the inner raceway fault, (c) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the outer 
raceway fault, (d) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the rolling ball fault
4.3.4 Effect of planet bearing combined localized faults
In this section, the effect of planet bearing localized fault with the coupling effect between 
the localized faults were investigated, which included inner/outer raceway localized fault, 
inner raceway/rolling ball localized fault, outer raceway/rolling ball localized fault, 
inner/outer/rolling ball raceway localized fault. The method of how to model the combined 
distributed faults has been introduced in section 3.3. Similarly, the resultant vibration 
spectrum of the combined localized faults was first presented and then the magnitude-
squared coherence between the combined localized faults and the single localized fault has 
been calculated correspondingly. The vibration spectrum of the single localized fault has 
been discussed in section 4.3.2 already and the characteristic frequencies for each single 
localized fault case can be found. Two thresholds of the coherence were used to quantify 
the similarity between these signals. 
Fig. 13(a) shows the vibration spectrum due to the inner/outer combined localized faults. 
As shown in the figure, most of the frequency components with large amplitude are 
distributed below 200Hz with a large number of sidebands. Compared with the results in 
Fig. 8, it is apparent that there is no linear association between the combined result and 
the single localized fault result, which indicates a strong nonlinear coupling effect between 
the inner raceway localized fault and the outer raceway localized fault. Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 
13(c) present the coherence estimation results between the combined fault and the outer 
raceway fault as well as the combined fault and the inner raceway fault. The characteristic 
frequency components in the coherence figures have been examined and it is interesting to 
find that the inner raceway localized fault coherence figure was shown to have more 
characteristic components over the threshold, especially in the high frequency band. On the 
other hand, the outer raceway also has frequency components above the threshold, but 
with uniform distribution over the frequency range.
Figure 13 Effect of the inner/outer combined localized faults, (a) vibration spectrum due to the 
combined fault, (b) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the outer raceway 
fault, (c) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the inner raceway fault
Fig. 14(a) shows the vibration spectrum due to the inner raceway /rolling ball combined 
localized faults. As shown in the figure, the resultant spectrum appeared to be quite clear 
in this case with the inner raceway characteristic frequency being easily identified. This 
phenomenon is further revealed by the coherence results in Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 14(c). By 
comparing these two figures, one can easily figure out that the inner raceway resembles 
the combined localized fault instead of the rolling ball. Besides these characteristic 
frequency components, the average coherence value in inner raceway is also shown to be 
higher than that in the rolling ball. All these results suggest that the localized inner raceway 
contribute most to the combined resultant spectrum in this case.
Figure 14 Effect of the inner raceway /rolling ball combined localized faults, (a) vibration 
spectrum due to the combined fault, (b) coherence estimation between the combined fault and 
the inner raceway fault, (c) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the rolling 
ball fault
Fig. 15(a) shows the vibration spectrum due to the outer raceway/rolling ball combined 
localized faults. As shown in the figure, the low frequency band (from 0Hz to 100Hz) 
dominates the whole resultant vibration spectrum with strong coupling effect between the 
outer raceway localized fault and the rolling ball localized fault. Fig. 15(b) and Fig. 15(c) give 
the coherence estimation between the combined fault and the outer raceway fault as well 
as coherence estimation between the combined fault and the rolling ball fault. It was found 
that the outer raceway coherence estimation was shown to be superior in terms of both the 
characteristic frequency and the average value. All these results suggest that the localized 
outer raceway contributes most to the combined resultant spectrum in this case.
Figure 15 Effect of the outer raceway /rolling ball combined localized faults, (a) vibration 
spectrum due to the combined fault, (b) coherence estimation between the combined fault and 
the outer raceway fault, (c) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the rolling 
ball fault
Fig. 16(a) shows the vibration spectrum due to the inner/outer/rolling ball combined 
localized faults. As shown in the figure, the waveform due to the combined fault effect 
resembled the waveform in the case of inner/outer raceway localized fault in Fig.13 as the 
dominate frequency band was observed between 0Hz and 200Hz. This observation has 
been further proven in the coherence estimation figures (Fig. 16(b) and Fig. 16(c)) as 
distribution of these characteristic frequency components were similar to those in Fig. 13(b) 
and Fig. 13(c). There is no significant characteristic frequency components in the rolling ball 
coherence estimation in Fig. 16(d), which indicated that the localized outer raceway fault as 
well as localized inner raceway fault dominated the resultant spectrum in this case.
Figure 16 Effect of the inner/outer/rolling ball combined localized faults, (a) vibration spectrum 
due to the combined fault, (b) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the outer 
raceway fault, (c) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the inner raceway 
fault, (d) coherence estimation between the combined fault and the rolling ball fault
5. Discussion
This paper has discussed the coupling effect between different fault scenarios in planet 
bearing and the lumped-parameter modelling approach with detailed planet bearing model 
was used to simulate the faulted planet bearing dynamic responses to produce signals with 
well-defined characteristic frequency. However, there were several major assumptions in 
the theoretical model itself. Firstly, the phenomenon of “slippage” caused by the loose 
bearing carrier was not considered in this research. This phenomenon mainly results in two 
aspects as indicated by other researchers, which include a random positioning of the rolling 
ball around the mean position determined by the cage as well as a different cage speed 
compared with the kinematic value [18]. Secondly, the tooth geometrical and profile errors 
were also neglected. The account of any of these effects would change the resulting gear 
dynamic response presented here, as has been demonstrated by other authors [38]. 
Another major assumption in this model is that the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) 
was not included into the bearing model. In [39], Wijnat et al. reviewed the studies related 
to the effect of the EHL in the rolling element bearings and it was found that the effect of 
EHL was moderate for medium loads and low rotational speeds and increased when the 
loads were low and the speed was high. In this study, the relative planet gear rotational 
speed is around 70 rad/s, which corresponds to 11.7 RPM. Therefore, only the Hertzian 
contact was considered when estimating the bearing stiffness. The purpose of all these 
assumptions is to ensure that the spectrum of the desired planet bearing response is 
relatively clear and only contains the impact from the planet bearing faults. 
The faults on the planet bearing would introduce the amplitude modulation effect and in 
this research, a range of planet bearing fault coupling scenarios have been considered, 
which include planet bearing with coupling faults between distributed faults as well as planet 
bearing with coupling faults between localized faults. To quantify the contribution from each 
fault to the final resultant vibration spectrum, the coherence estimation between the 
combined fault and the single distributed/localized fault was calculated for each scenario 
and the coherence magnitude on the planet bearing fault characteristic frequency positions 
were examined accordingly. The detailed description about these coupling results between 
these faults can been found in section 4.3 and all the coupling results have been 
summarized as follows,
(a) Effect of planet bearing combined distributed faults:
 For the inner/outer combined distributed faults, the outer raceway distributed fault 
has a stronger impact on the combined vibration spectrum.
 For the inner raceway/rolling ball combined distributed faults, the inner raceway 
distributed fault has a stronger impact on the combined vibration spectrum.
 For the outer raceway/rolling ball combined distributed faults, the outer raceway 
distributed fault has a stronger impact on the combined vibration spectrum.
 For the inner/outer/rolling ball combined distributed faults, the inner raceway 
distributed fault has a stronger impact on the combined vibration spectrum.
From these results, a fault impact ranking can be summarized for the distributed faults,
Outer raceway distributed fault
>  inner raceway distributed fault >  rolling ball distributed fault
(b) Effect of planet bearing combined localized faults:
 For the inner/outer combined localized faults, the outer raceway localized fault has 
a stronger impact on the combined vibration spectrum.
 For the inner raceway/rolling ball combined localized faults, the inner raceway 
localized fault has a stronger impact on the combined vibration spectrum.
 For the outer raceway/rolling ball combined localized faults, the outer raceway 
localized fault has a stronger impact on the combined vibration spectrum.
 For the inner/outer/rolling ball combined localized faults, the inner raceway and 
outer raceway localized faults have an equivalent impact on the combined vibration 
spectrum.
As a result, a similar fault impact ranking can also be summarized for the localized fault,
Outer raceway localized fault >   inner raceway localized fault > rolling ball localized fault 
The fault impact ranking from the combined distributed faults and combined localized faults 
all suggests that the fault on the outer raceway contribute most to the final compound fault 
vibration spectrum while the fault on the rolling ball has the minimum impact. However, this 
fault impact ranking was made based on the assumption that the faults on all the bearing 
components share the same fault parameters. For example, the fault parameter for the 
distributed fault is ,  and Ni = No = Nb = 20 when simulating the 𝛱𝑜 = 0 𝜇𝑚 𝛱𝑝 = 8 𝜇𝑚
compound distributed fault coupling effect. Once the fault parameter is changed, the 
resultant fault coupling spectrum will be changed accordingly and therefore, this fault impact 
ranking suggested in this research also changed. However, this research has provided a 
tool, which is called the coherence estimation method, to quantify the contribution from 
each single fault mode. Once the coherence result is obtained, the corresponding fault 
impact ranking can also be made.
In general, the compound faults are not the linear sum of single bearing faults as a vibration 
signal can actually be represented as a vector instead of a scalar. The resultant compound 
fault coupling effect can be constructed with the vector superposition method and the total 
vibration amplitude of compound fault for two different fault coupling can be written as,
               (36)|𝐴(𝑓)| = |𝐴21(𝑓) + 𝐴22(𝑓) + 2|𝐴1(𝑓)||𝐴2(𝑓)|cos 𝜑12|
1
2
where A1(f), A2(f) is the frequency amplitude of the first fault type and the second fault type 
respectively, and ??12 is the phase angle between A1 and A2. From the fault coupling results 
in section 4.3.3 and section 4.3.4, the vibration responses for the compound fault 
confirmed the vector composition for different single fault. For example, in the inner raceway 
/rolling ball combined localized fault scenario, both the inner raceway fault characteristic 
frequency and the rolling ball fault characteristic frequency can be observed in the 
compound spectrum, but not in a linear composition relationship with some fault 
characteristic frequencies being weakened while some fault characteristic frequencies 
being strengthened. This phenomenal has largely been determined by the phase angle in 
equation (36), which produces a change of the frequency amplitude strength of the 
compound fault due to the different fault mechanism. When there are more faults existing 
in the bearing system, for example, three different faults in Fig. 12 and Fig. 16, the vector 
superposition method is still applied to the resultant compound fault spectrum, with 
equation (36) rewritten as,




Compared with only two faults coupling, there are three phase angles that can impact the 
resultant spectrum and they are ??12, ??13 and ??23. As suggested in Fig. 12 and Fig. 16, the 
counting of additional fault has changed the resultant vibration spectrum in a nonlinear way 
compared with the two faults scenarios in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 as well as in Fig. 13, Fig. 
14, Fig. 15. It would be expected that if there is n faulted components, the number of phase 
angle that can impact the final resultant spectrum will be .𝑛(𝑛 ‒ 1)/2
In this research, the coherence estimation was used to quantify the contribution from a 
single fault to the compound fault and the values of 0.65 and 0.85 are selected as two 
thresholds for the selection of the useful characteristic frequencies. The coherence 
estimation is a common statistic that can be used to examine the relation between two 
signals and the value is often between 1 and 0, where 1 stands for the two signal is the 
same and 0 stands for no relation between the two signals. Here, 0.65 is selected as the 
basement line for acknowledging the similarity between the two signals, which means we 
only account the frequency above 0.65. In the other word, 0.65 is the PASS in our method. 
The value of 0.85 is selected as the basement line for a very close relationship as normally 
1 is difficult to achieve. Therefore, 0.85 is the OUTSTANDING in our method. However, it 
should be noted that these two thresholds is not set and can be changed to other values.
The vibration signal used in this paper is the instantaneous angular speed (IAS), which has 
been proved to be an alternative promising tool to diagnosis the bearing faults [40, 41]. 
The IAS signals can be naturally sampled in the angular domain and shows a greater 
sensitivity to different types of defects in the machine over a large bandwidth of orders. The 
instantaneous carrier arm angular velocity in the planetary gear has been selected to 
diagnosis the gear faults in this research. In [40], Ming Zhao et al. applied IAS to a planetary 
gearbox to detect the gear fault. This experiment further proved that the IAS method can be 
applied in a planetary gearbox and their results have been consistent with our previous 
paper for the gear fault detection. In [42], Renaudin et al. introduced the instantaneous 
angular speed method as an alternative way of bearing condition monitoring on an industrial 
vehicle gearbox. One interesting thing should be mentioned for that vehicle gearbox is that 
the outer race was the rotating part while the inner race was fixed. This arrangement is 
identical with the planetary gearbox arrangement used in this research, whose outer race 
is rotating with the planet gear while the inner race is fixed with the carrier arm in the rotating 
coordinate. Both researches have successfully detect the bearing characteristic frequency 
(or events per revolution) using the instantaneous angular speed method. In both results, 
the inner race spectrum (the fixed component) appeared to be clear with little sideband 
frequency components. By contrast, the outer race spectrum in [42], (the rotating 
component), was shown to have a modulation effect due to the rotating mechanism, which 
was also observed in this research. However, the authors did not explore the effect of multi-
fault effects in their research. Another important experimental work was conducted by Dr 
Wade Smith from the University of New South Wales [43]. An accelerometer was mounted 
internally on the planet carrier to measure the vibration data. In his result, only the 
amplitude demodulation results from the inner race fault as well as the outer race fault 
were presented. The results in this research also showed good agreement with his results.
The fault coupling scenario considered in this research has been limited to the fault coupling 
between the same fault modes, including the fault coupling between the planet bearing 
distributed faults as well as the fault coupling between the planet bearing localized faults. 
Another fault coupling scenario is the fault coupling and interaction between the planet 
bearing distributed faults and localized faults. However, this type of fault coupling was not 
included in this research and it is planned for future investigation. With the consideration 
of the interaction between the distributed faults and localized faults, there would be 49 
different combinations between the distributed faults and localized faults in total, as shown 
in Fig. 17. For example, on the inner raceway, there could be a distributed fault while at the 
same time, a localized inner raceway fault can also be existed. If so, the resultant bearing 
overall contact deformation δibj in this case can be rewritten as,
    (38)δibj = (xibs ‒ xibp)cos Φibj + (yibs ‒ yibp)sin Φibj ‒ c ‒ βinj Cind ‒ 𝑤𝑖𝑛 
Figure 17 Coupling scenarios between planet bearing distributed fault and localized fault
6. Conclusion
This paper has investigated the planet bearing fault coupling effects in the planetary gear 
system. The lumped-parameter planetary gear mathematical model with detailed planet 
bearing has been developed to obtain the dynamic response. The bearing localized and 
distributed faults were modelled mathematically, and they were incorporated into the 
developed lumped-parameter model afterwards. A modified vibration signal processing 
approach was proposed based on the “benchmark” method in this research to extract the 
bearing transient fault impulses from the vibration signals and it was found that the 
proposed method is an effective way to separate and enhance the planet bearing faults for 
both distributed bearing faults and localized faults. The amplitude demodulation results 
from 22 different planet bearing fault modes (including 4 compound distributed faults and 
4 compound localized faults) have been investigated and the coherence estimation over the 
vibration frequency domain has been proposed as a tool to quantify the similarity between 
the combined faults spectrum and the single fault spectrum. The investigation showed that 
the outer raceway fault (including both the localized fault coupling mode and the distributed 
fault coupling mode) had the most significant impact on the resultant planet bearing 
vibration spectrum in all the investigated examples in this research. In total, this paper 
contributed to a deeper understanding of the coupling mechanism between the planet 
bearing different fault modes and provided a promising tool for the future planet bearing 
fault diagnosis.
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Appendix
The “benchmark” method developed by R.B. Randall has been adopted in this research and 
the signal preprocessing flow chart developed can be found in Fig. A1. There are mainly six 
steps involved in this approach. The first step is linear prediction, which can be used to 
obtain the deterministic (i.e. “predictable”) part of a signal. However, one thing that should 
be mentioned here is that linear prediction is not the only method that can remove the 
deterministic part. Other possible methods include adaptive noise cancellation, self-
adaptive noise cancellation and discrete separation method, as reported by Randall. For a 






𝑎(𝑘)𝑥(𝑛 ‒ 𝑘)                                                  (𝐴1)
where  is the predicted signal value, a(k) is the predictor coefficients and  is y(n) 𝑥(𝑛 ‒ 𝑘)
the previous observed values. As described in [37], the predictor coefficients a(k) can be 
obtained using the Yule-Walker equations, which are further solved by the Levinson-Durbin 
algorithm. Gear signals can be treated as the discrete frequency components, which are 
the predicted part  in this research. The residual part of the raw signal containing the y(n)
bearing signal and other noise can be obtained from,




𝑎(𝑘)𝑥(𝑛 ‒ 𝑘)                                (𝐴2)
After removing the deterministic components, the residual signal  was further z(n)
enhanced by using the minimum entropy deconvolution (MED) method in the second step. 
In the method, the residual signal  can be seen as composing of three components,z(n)
z = ℎ𝑢 ∗ 𝑢 + ℎ𝑑 ∗ 𝑑 + ℎ𝑒 ∗ 𝑒                                               (𝐴3)
where  is the bearing system dynamics response,  is the impulse train caused by the 𝑢 𝑑
bearing faults, and  is the white noise. , ,  represent the system dynamics, 𝑒 ℎ𝑢 ℎ𝑑 ℎ𝑒
vibration transmission paths, and noise characteristics respectively. The deconvolution 
process aims to reconstruct the fault signal  by applying FIR filter ,𝑑 𝑓
𝑤 = 𝑓 ∗ z = 𝑓 ∗ ℎ𝑢 ∗ 𝑢 + 𝑓 ∗ ℎ𝑑 ∗ 𝑑 + 𝑓 ∗ ℎ𝑒 ∗ 𝑒                          (𝐴4)
It would be desirable that the resultant signal  approximates fault signal  and this is 𝑤 𝑑
achieved by selecting filter  to minimize the noise effect , while closely 𝑓 𝑓 ∗ ℎ𝑒 ∗ 𝑒→0
cancelling the system , and extracting the fault signal . The fault 𝑓 ∗ ℎ𝑢 ∗ 𝑢→0 𝑓 ∗ ℎ𝑑 ∗ 𝑑 ≈ 𝑑
signal  is assumed to be in impulse form and the filter can be selected to reach a 𝑑
maximum Kurtosis value. This Kurtosis maximization problem under assumed zero mean 
output, , is described as follows,𝑤
max
f
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By taking the derivation of equation (A5) with respect to filter coefficients  and solve it 𝑓
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]
In the next step, the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) was used to decompose the 
signal into its intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), which forms a complete and nearly orthogonal 
basis for the original signal. For the signal  obtained in the last step, let  be the mean 𝑤 𝑚1
of its upper and lower envelopes as determined from the cubic-spline interpolation of local 
maxima and minima and the first component  can be computed as,ℎ1
ℎ1 = 𝑤 ‒ 𝑚1
In the second sifting process,  will be treated as the data, and  is the mean of ’s ℎ1 𝑚11 ℎ1
upper and lower envelopes,
ℎ11 = ℎ1 ‒ 𝑚11
This process will be repeated k times until  satisfy the convergence criteria. In this ℎ1𝑘
research, Cauchy convergence criteria was used to control the sifting process. After 
obtaining the IMFs, its kurtosis value and the correlation analysis between the IMF and the 
original signal can be further used to determine which IMF will be used for further analysis. 
For example, the kth IMF was chosen. The Hilbert transform method was used next to 
demodulate the amplitude of the signal. The analytic signal of the kth IMF can be written 
as,
s = ℎ1𝑘 + 𝑗𝐻𝑇(ℎ1𝑘)
where  stands for the Hilbert transform of . The amplitude envelope of the 𝐻𝑇(ℎ1𝑘) ℎ1𝑘
signal  can be written as,s
a = {(ℎ1𝑘)2 + (𝐻𝑇(ℎ1𝑘))2}
1
2
At the final step, the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) can be used to analyse the 
characteristic frequency of the amplitude envelope signal.
The next signal processing section involved in this research is the fault coupling effect 
quantification using the coherence estimation method. After the raw signal obtained from 
all these fault scenarios has been processed by the first section, their corresponding 
envelope spectrum can then be obtained, which can then be treated as the input for the 
coherence estimation between the combined fault and the single fault type. The coherence 
amplitude on the characteristic frequency component position can be checked and 
compared to quantify the fault impact contribution from different single bearing fault types.
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Figure A1 Flow chart of signal processing approach
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